
Key of Knowledge by Nora Roberts Book Club 

1. What do you think of the 3rd person narration? 

2. This is the 2nd book in a trilogy, how does that affect the book? 

3. Is the story of the box of souls a good way to begin? 

4. Does it feel like a bunch of characters at the beginning? Did you feel dropped into the world? 

5. Did you think the women should get more than 1 million dollars? Like something magical? 

6. Do you like Dana? 

7. What do you think of the riddle/clue? 

8. This book was published in 2003, does it feel dated? 

9. Do you like the book theme of the quest? 

10. What do you think of Dana hating Jordan with burning fury? 

11. What did you think of Dana’s quitting scene with Joan? 

12. Did you feel like the characters were being serious enough about the quest?  

13. Do you like Jordan? 

14. How creepy is Kane the sorcerer getting into Dana’s head in the bathtub? 

15. What do you think of the friends’ stories intertwining into the book? 

16. Who is your favorite character? 

17. Who is your least favorite character?  

18. What do you think of Moe? 

19.   Did you think the scene where Kane showed Dana her and Jordan’s separation to be effective? 

What did you think about that being the black moment of the novel? 

20. Did you think that the key would be resolved?  

21. Jordan bought the house he wanted with the help of the god things 

22. Do these people have jobs or work or what on earth do they do 

23. How they all do stuff together—the engagement ring duo 

24. He made her into a character and she didn’t notice. How cute 

25. Kane pulling her into the book 

26.  

 

How it worked—the three met when offered 25k to look for keys—fell in love—mal found a key and 

Flynn—Dana finds key and Jordan—Zoe and brad find key—they each get another 1million$? 


